Abstract
Introduction
Various relationships exist among firms such as mergers, acquitions and partnerships. Together, these relationships define a network between firms. Such networks are useful in analyzing a firms' competitiveness and helps in determining its marketing strategy. Furthermore, overall network features can assist us in analyzing the stability and growth of the industry. Numerous studies of social network analyses have been conducted in the fields of economics and other social sciences [3, 19, 1, 23] .
Many studies have investigated methods to extract social networks from the web while targeting people (particularly researchers or students). For example, using social networking services (SNS), aggregating Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF) documents [6, 16] . Particularly, several studies have been undertaken to use a search engine to extract social networks [10, 15, 13, 14] . Co-occurrence of names on the web is commonly used as proof of relational strength. However, the co-occurrence methods can not apply directly for some entities such as famous people, organization or firms, which have multiple relations, and relational information on the web affected by media effect. Many economic analyses of inter-firm networks have been obtained relational data only from the stock market or shareholding information in business magazines that are much less diverse [1, 22] .
Many relations among firms are published on the web in news articles or news releases (Fig.1) . Our work emphasizes the investigation of such published relations on the web to address the relation extraction problem. Given a list of firms V ={v 1 , v 2 , ...}, our goal is to retrieve and extract relations among them to construct inter-firm networks G(V, E), in which each edge e=(v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ E represents a relationship between v 1 and v 2 . We specifically seek to develop methods that acquire relationships from the web, the largest available resource that deals with all firms. For each pair of firms (v 1 , v 2 ), our system address two problems: (a) collecting information about target relations, such as "Company v 1 merged with Company v 2 "; and (b) relation extraction, such as extract capital alliance (merge) from above sentence. For collecting information from entire web, we use a general-purpose search engine. Query expansion and modification techniques are applicable in this case [8, 18] . Research on relation extraction has been promoted by Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) and Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) programs. Numerous techniques to address this task have been proposed in the literature, such as pattern matching [5] , kernel methods [24] , and logistic regression [9] . For the firm case, our extraction task is to detect relations among same types (i.e., COM type) of entities.
In this study, we use a search engine to collect target relational pages from the web. Since names of firms cooppear coincidentally on the web, we propose to add additional words (call relation keyword) to name pairs of firms as a query. We then apply a simple pattern-based approach to extract the relations. We extract alliance relations as a positive relation and lawsuit relations as a negative relation. Much of this daily information is obtainable from the web. Examination of daily changing and complex social relationships is important for analyzing social trends, understanding social structures, and for formulating new industrial activities. Our method is a first attempt to extract inter-firm networks from the web using a search engine. Our approach is applicable to other entities, such as famous persons, or other multiple relational entities. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We show related work in section 2. Our proposed idea and methods are described in section 3. We also show experiments and evaluations in section 4 before we conclude this paper.
Related works
Many studies have used search engines to extract social networks automatically from the Web [10, 15, 14] . Cooccurrence of names on the Web is commonly used as evidence of relational strength [10] . Related to the Semantic Web community, P. Mika developed a system called Flink, which extracts relational information from web pages, email messages, publications, and self-created FOAF profiles [15] . The web mining component of the system uses a search engine to measure the strength of relations among researchers. Comparably, Y. Matsuo and his colleagues developed a system called POLYPHONET, mainly for use by Japan's AI community [14] . However, the co-occurrencebased methods become ineffective when two target entities co-occur universally on many Web pages. We take two persons to explore this problem: Bill Gates and George Bush. Those two names "coincidentally" co-occur on the Web very often: They may be on the same news pages just because they made some statements on the same day. They may be on the pages that list "the most famous persons in the world." For that reason, it is not a good idea to measure the strength of relations simply through the use of co-occurrence measures. This problem is commonly confronted for firms: a firm name is similar to a famous person's name, and they often co-occur for various reasons, even though no formal relations exist among them. When the relation between firms attracts attention by media services (such as a lawsuit relation), many pages describe and comment on it; in contrast, only a few pages exist on the web if the relation gets no attention. Considering that media effects influence the number of web pages that appear, co-occurrence of names on the web is not always useful to represent the actual relations linking two firms.
Web search by query modification and expansion is described in [8] ; they extracted query modification rules for finding personal homepages and calls for papers. For information retrieval and query expansion, S. Oyama's work is more closely related to ours [18] . They added keywords called "keyword spices" to the user's input query with a Boolean expression for a domain-specific web search. They sampled web pages using initial keywords and classified them manually as either relevant or irrelevant, thereby producing a training corpus. Subsequently, they applied a decision-tree learning algorithm to discover keyword spices. Our system sets relation keywords that are added by query as combinations of one or two terms. Therefore, a Jaccard coefficient is used simply to measure the scores. Other studies such as Flink use a phrase "Semantic Web OR Ontology", POLYPHONET adds affiliation information together with a name for disambiguation. To extract characteristic key phrases for a person automatically, D. Bollegara clusters web pages that are related by each name into several groups using text similarity [4]. [22] . Our work specifically addresses alliance and lawsuit relations among firms from published resources on the web. Consequently, we can obtain relations easily and can track down daily changing and social trends. Dealing with time series changes of relations is one of our interests for future work.
Name disambiguation is an important problem for social network mining. To date, several studies have produced attempts at personal name disambiguation on the Web [2, 4, 11] . However, ambiguity in firm (or organization) names is lesser compared to personal names. We intend to explore ambiguties in company names in our future work.
Social Network Extraction for Firms

Basic Concept
In social sciences, the definition of a weak or strong tie might vary among contexts [12] . For example, the frequency or degree of relations affects that strength; multiple relations between two actors also can imply a stronger tie. In the firm case, the types of relations define the strength: For example, a capital alliance relation is stronger than a business alliance relation. Consequently, to present a tie among firms, it is appropriate that we identify the concrete relations of firms.
For using a search engine to retrieve and extract relations, a proper query is necessary. The intuitive query is the names of the two firms. For example, we issue a query such as "Matsushita AND JustSystem" 1 to discover data containing their relationships. Thereby, we obtain as many as 425,000 pages. Many top-ranked pages are lawsuitrelation pages 2 which drew much attention during the last year. Therefore, analyzing these pages, we were able to identify lawsuit relations among them. However, two companies showed a collaboration relation in knowledge management in 2001, which pages are in lower ranks of 124 th , on account of the collaboration relation occurred years ago, it might be lost. Of course, we can download and analyze all the returned pages from a search engine to find all possible relations, but that is both time consuming and costly.
As a solution, we can add some word or combination of words (called relation keyword) to a search query and apply text processing to confirm the existence of fact. Using this strategy, we can efficiently identify relations among firms. For example, when we wish to extract lawsuit relations, we add a term "lawsuit". We issue a query "Matsushita AND JustSystem AND lawsuit" so that the search engine will return the lawsuit pages that are associated with the two firms. Then we can conduct text processing to these pages to validate the relation's existence. This idea is similar to keyword spices [18] , which extend queries for domain-specific web searches. Question-answering systems also construct elaborate queries for using a search engine [20] . Requirements of relation keywords are identifying the relations more precisely and reducing the leakage of relation pages if they ex- Figure 2 . System flow to extract a firm network.
ist. Therefore, both precision and recall are important for relation keywords.
Our system has two major procedures: an online procedure and an offline procedure. In the offline, relation keywords for each relation types are obtained beforehand using our proposed method. In the online, a list of firms and specific relation types are given as an input and the output is a social network of firms. In the following, we will first consider relation types described in our study; then we propose relation keyword extraction. Finally, we will describe online processes of our system. The entire system is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Relation type
Relationships among firms are various. For example, capital combinations such as mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures, and business partnerships, such as business alliances, co-development, service provision, and dispatching personnel, competition, lawsuit, etc. It is considerable that pairs of firms have multiple relations. For example, two firms have alliance and lawsuit relations. Each relation is typed in a more detailed manner. Alliance relations between firms include capital alliances and business alliances, where the former usually represents a stronger relation than the latter. A lawsuit relation has multiple stages; at some time, the dispute will be settled by mutual accommodation or by final judgment. Therefore, the relation can be typed as either on in a claim phase or in an accommodation phase. For dynamic and complex relational networks, it is important to distinguish such typical and temporal relations for detailed analyses of social networks [12, 21] .
In this study, we address an alliance and lawsuit relation, 
Relation Keyword Extraction
In this section, we describe relation keyword extraction methods which are useful to collect relation pages from the web, and which are useful for the relation extraction procedure. Good relation keywords should satisfy a proper balance between specificity and generality.
The intuitive method for finding relation keywords is to select terms that appear often in the target pages (where the target relation is described) and which do not appear in other pages. Therefore, we need to collect annotated web pages of specific relations of the firms as a training corpus. Then we estimate the classification features of each word and word combination. We simply measure the F -value for each word (or word combination) w to see how the training documents can be classified correctly. However, collecting and annotating the training corpus requires many hours of tedious work.
In our study, we propose to use a search engine to extract relation keywords. This method is identical to that of Mori's work [17] , in which a specific word w c is assigned, which can represent the relation most precisely. In our work, we regarded w c as seeds of relation keywords. If we want to retrieve an alliance relation, we add w c such as "alliance" to a search query; words that co-occur frequently with it also become good clues to discern the relation. We use the Jaccard coefficient, to measure the relevance of word w to word w c .
Where, |w c ∩ w| represents the number of hits yielded by the query w c AND w and |w c ∪ w| represents the number of hits by the query w c OR w. Words w with large Jaccard coefficients are also used as relation keywords aside from w c . It would save costs of annotating training data with relevance or non-relevance manually. For choosing candidate words, it is necessary to prepare some target pages. However, they are easily obtainable from several news articles such as Yahoo! News, about target relations. As preprocessing, we first eliminate all html tags and scripts from these web pages. Then we extract the body text of pages and apply a part-of-speech tagger Chasen 3 to choose nouns and verbs (except stop words). the top N words with highest tf * idf score 4 . These words are candidates of relation keywords. We also use two-word combinations as candidates. We measure the score of each candidate word / phrase by calculating the Jaccard coefficient with a seed of relation keywords w c (We used alliance AND corporate as w c for alliance relations. In addition, we use the word that appeared in the first lines in Table 1 as w c for each relation: We determine these words through preliminary experiments.). Candidates with the highest scores are recognized as relation keywords.
Choosing the relation keywords can be treated as feature selection for classifying relation pages, but a combination of complex queries does not work well for a search engine. Therefore, we simply consider words or combinations of words as relation keyword candidates. It is explicit that the weight of w varies according to the relation types r. Once we find the relation keyword, we can extract the relations among many firms. For detailed relations, it is necessary to prepare relation keywords for each detailed relation, but extraction methods for relation keywords are similar.
Relation Extraction
Online, a list of firms and specific relation types are given as an input and the output is a social network of firms. Three steps exist: making queries, Google search, and network construction. First, we make queries by adding relation keywords to each pair of firms. We use top n q relation keywords from Table 1 . Then, we put these queries into the Google search engine to collect top-n p web pages. For this experiment, we set n q = 2 and n p = 5. Finally, for each downloaded document D, we conduct text processing to judge whether or not the relation actually exists. A simple pattern-based heuristic (as described in Fig. 3 ) has been useful in our experience. We first select all sentences S that include the two firms' names (x and y) and assign each sentence the sum of relation keyword scores t w in the sentence. The score of firms x and y is the maximum of the sentence scores. An edge is invented between the two firms if score xy is greater than a certain threshold, i.e., if the two firms seem to have the target relation with high reliability.
Experiments
A network of 60 firms in Japan including IT, communication, broadcasting, and electronics firms, is extracted. For the dataset, we manually created a dataset for these 60 firms. The annotators decided the relations among the firms based only using the information available on the web. In our experiments, we will first show the extracted relations and networks about alliance and lawsuit (and detail relations) among these firms, and indicate the overall performance of our system. Then we will represent extracted relation keywords and show their effectiveness. Finally, we will show the application of our system to Semantic Web.
Extracting Relation Keywords
To extract relation keywords for each concrete relation, we gathered 456 pages and 165 pages, respectively, for alliance and lawsuit relations from Nikkei Net and IP News sites 5 . After preprocessing and scoring, we obtained the highest scores as relation keywords. Table 1 shows the top five relation keywords and their Jaccard scores denoted as t w 6 .
To evaluate the effectiveness of relation keywords, we compared information contained in retrieved pages merely by putting a pair of names as a search query to adding relation keywords to the query. We compared five methods as follows:
• noW: A firm pair (without relation keywords) is used as a query.
• W1: A firm pair and the top-weighted relation keyword (w 1 ) are used as a query.
• W2: A firm pair and the second-weighted relation keyword (w 2 ) are used as a query. (6/6) 66.7% (6/9)
• W1+ W2: It generates two queries: W1 and W2.
• W1+W2+noW: It generates three queries: W1, W2, and noW.
The noW query is considered as the existing method (i.e. Mika and Matsuo's method) as baseline of this evaluation; the others are proposed method variations. In all cases, we downloaded the same number of web pages. The other conditions are all same. For instance, one of the variations of our method W1+W2+noW generates three queries W1, W2, noW, and download 10 pages in total for the three queries. For example, using W1 as the query we download 3 pages, 4 for W2, and 3 for noW. Figure 4 shows the results. Overall, the proposed methods perform better than the existing method (noW) with respect to precision. The precision and recall are 65.7% / 95.0%, respectively, if we do not use relation keywords at all. Relation keywords improve the precision using the same number of downloaded documents. By integrating multiple queries (as W1+W2+noW case), we can achieve the highest precision as 71.9% while maintaining a high recall (92.5%).
Extracting Relations and Networks
The obtained network for 60 firms in Japan is shown in in lawsuit relations and dotted lines are accommodation phases in the lawsuits.
Using our system described in Section 4, we extract relationships among 60 firms. The precision and recall of our system are shown in Table 2 . For 60 C 2 = 1770 pairs of firms, 113 pairs actually show alliance relations. Our system correctly extracted 70 pairs. There were actually 21 and 100 pairs of capital and business alliances; our system extracted 9 and 60, respectively. Compared to alliances, the lawsuit relations show higher recall, probably because lawsuit relations are described in rather common formats using words such as judgment, lawsuit, or accommodate.
The simple pattern-based rule can extract relations between firms efficiently. Sometimes, it is unable to deal with complex meanings of sentences. Applying advanced relation extraction approaches, such as conversion of sentences into syntactic tree, might improve future results.
Although they are not comparable technically, we compared the data set against Nikkei Net and IP News, using the search functionality provided in these sites. We collected all alliance and lawsuit relations from each firm's news articles appeared in these sites, and compared those relations to our results. The precision values at these sites are 100%, but the respective recall rates of alliance and lawsuit relations among 60 firms are low, at 22.8% and 68.8%, respectively, because these sites deal little with information related to small companies and foreign corporations. The alliance and lawsuit relations are easily obtainable from the web using our algorithm.
Application
The obtained network is useful for Semantic Web studies in several ways. We might find a cluster of firms and characterize a firm by its cluster. Business experts often make such inferences based on firm relations and firm groups. For that reason, the firm network might enhance inferential abilities on the business domain. As a related work, F. Gandon et al. build a Semantic Web server that maintains annotations about the industrial organization of Telecom Valley to partnerships and collaboration [7] .
We present a prototypical example of applications using a network of firms. We calculate the centrality, which is a measure of the structural importance of a node in the network, for each firm on the extracted network (on alliance relations). Table 4 shows the top ten firms by eigenvector and betweenness centrality. These firms have remained large and reliable corporations in Japan for decades. Interestingly, IBM, Livedoor and Cisco are on the list. These firms might bridge two or more clusters of firms: IBM and Cisco are United States firms and form alliances with firms in multiple clusters; Livedoor is famous for its aggressive M & A strategy in Japan. Such information can only be inferred after extracting a network. There seem to be many potential applications that can make use of social networks in various analysis.
Conclusion
This paper described a method to extract inter-firm networks from the web. Given a list of names of firms, our system uses a search engine to collect target pages from the web, and applies text processing to construct a network of firms. To retrieve target pages we append the query with keywords indicating the relation. Moreover, we proposed an automatic method to extract such keywords from the web. Although we focused on alliance and lawsuit relations, in future we plan to extend the propsed method to other types of relations between firms.
